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1. INTRODUCTION

In many countries throughout the world, a general shift in national economic poli-
cies towards a more active role of the state is being witnessed – far beyond its pre-
vious regulating roles, acquiring more active and interventionist functions. Even 
though some moves in the opposite direction can also be seen (in countries where 
excessive state interventionism is seriously threatening the stability of public fi-
nances and development prospects), the overall balance between “pro-statist” and 
“pro-market” steps seems to be clearly in favour of the economically active state – 
much more active than a decade ago. This shift, usually explained as the reaction 
to the global financial crisis, enjoys support from a number of the most renowned 
economists, including Nobel Prize winners Joseph Stiglitz (2009) and Paul Krug-
man (2009), who both contributed to the “resurrection” of Keynesian  ideas. 

The most important manifestations of this generally “pro-statist” trend include 
changes in the state’s ownership policy and the growing importance of companies 
that are directly or indirectly controlled by the government. Following the period 
of a neoliberal standstill, we are witnessing “the return of state-owned enter-
prises” in the developed economies (Flores-Macias – Musacchio 2009). A wide 
discussion has started, looking for an efficient model of the so-called state cor-
porate governance, which would, on the one hand, ensure efficient state impact 
on the economy and, on the other hand, help avoid dysfunctions of an economi-
cally active state (Musacchio – Lazzarini 2012). In Poland (and in some other 
post-communist countries) similar trends can be observed, and their importance 
for the state’s economic policy may be much higher than in the developed econo-
mies. Before the recent statist turn, the withdrawal of the post-communist state 
from its ownership functions was not just part of the economic policy expected 
to meet the challenges of the changing economic and social conditions: it was the 
cornerstone of market reforms. 

There are only a few articles devoted to the recent privatisation trends and the 
increasingly statist ownership policy of the state in transition economies. Two 
of them deserve special attention: the one on the Russian economy (Radygin – 
Entov 2014), in which changes in the government’s policy are analysed from the 
perspective of the evolution of contemporary theoretic approaches to the choice 
of an optimal form of ownership, and the study (Szanyi 2016) of the changing 
role of state, ownership, and privatisation in Hungary and Poland as a contribu-
tion to the development of the theory of Central and Eastern European capitalism 
models. Two other articles were devoted to selected issues of the statist shift: 
vested interests in privatisation (mostly in Poland) (Senderski 2015) and the dif-
ferences between formal and real share of the state in the enterprise sector of the 
Polish economy (Bałtowski – Kozarzewski 2016). 
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The aim of this paper is to contribute to the discussion on the factors which 
impact economic policy design and implementation in post-communist countries 
through analysing the Polish case, the shifts between its privatisation and state 
property management functions. The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 
discusses the initial conditions and assumptions of the Polish state’s ownership 
policy and its evolution towards statism. Section 3 analyses changes in the para-
digm of the role of the state, which underlie the statist shift in the ownership 
policy. In Section 4, we try to identify the main factors behind these changes. 
Section 5 summarises the major findings and suggests topics for further research. 
Our hypothesis is that external factors such as the global economic downturn and, 
with some exceptions, the growing popularity of statist solutions in economic 
policy worldwide are only partially responsible for the statist shift in Poland. 
A combination of endogenous factors prevail, where, among a multitude of pos-
sible other factors, the increasing role of interest groups which receive rent from 
the state property seems to be of the greatest importance. Meanwhile, the grow-
ing imbalance in public finances may cause adverse effects, stimulating cautious 
privatisation as a source of revenues for the state budget. 

2. OWNERSHIP POLICY OF THE POLISH STATE: 
INITIAL ASSUMPTIONS AND EVOLUTION

As in the majority of other transition countries, privatisation was regarded in Po-
land as the cornerstone of market reforms. At the end of the communist era, the 
Polish economy was mostly state property-based, with over 70% of the country’s 
GDP produced by the state sector (the private sector remaining mostly in agri-
culture and small businesses). On the other hand, from the very beginning of the 
transition, there was a general understanding among the reformers that a market 
economy must be based on the dominance of private property. 

The economic programme of the first post-communist government, the so-
called Balcerowicz Plan, addressed privatisation issues in the context of creating 
market institutions which had withstood the test of time in Western economies. 
Following that simple course of thought, the main goal was of a systemic char-
acter: to contribute to the change of the economic system through the creation of 
private entities. Within this framework, a number of sub-goals existed, of which 
the most important was the change in the role of the state, which would withdraw 
from performing ownership functions for the majority of enterprises. 

Despite its importance, the systemic goal was never explicitly set – in terms 
of what the ultimate ownership structure of the Polish economy should be and 
what the exact criteria were for keeping some sectors or even specific companies 
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under state control. What is more, the government started, quite soon, to exclude 
enterprises regarded to be of key importance for the national interests (when their 
microeconomic efficiency was less important than their ability to perform eco-
nomically and socially important tasks), thus limiting the possible scope of the 
de-statisation of the Polish economy. However, until the mid-2010s, the ruling 
political elites, regardless of their formal ideological self-identification, agreed 
that all state-owned enterprises, sooner or later, should be privatised apart from 
those that, for very important reasons, must remain under state control (although 
views on the size of the public domain and the essence of these reasons varied 
significantly). The time limits of privatisation were changing, too: from the initial 
intention to conduct it as fast as possible, within a few years, through opting out 
of setting time limits, to unsuccessful attempts to set the exact date of the com-
pletion of the privatisation policy. By contrast, the current government regards 
privatisation as basically completed and even accuses its predecessors of over-
privatising the Polish economy (Jackiewicz 2016).

Polish privatisation policy had two important features. The first one, imposed 
by the law, was its gradualist, highly consensual character, where most of the 
privatisation deals had to be approved by insiders, and the interests of a wide 
range of stakeholders, including those outside the enterprise (e. g. its suppliers) 
were taken into account. Authors of this approach believed – unlike privatisation 
makers in many other post-communist countries such as the Czech Republic, 
Russia, or Hungary – that a slower pace resulting from careful preparation of pri-
vatisation deals (both in the technical and social dimensions) was much more im-
portant than a massive and rapid formal change of owners because the reformed 
market environment would exert strong pressure on state-owned enterprises and 
force them to adapt and restructure, thus making their privatisation less urgent, 
although still necessary (Murrell – Wang 1993).

The second feature was, at least during the first years of the transition, the 
multiplicity of goals. Apart from the purely systemic role, privatisation was ex-
pected to solve the problem of the microeconomic inefficiency of state-owned 
enterprises; this, in turn, would contribute to the rise in productivity of the en-
tire enterprise sector. Privatisation also had other goals: political ones (creating a 
powerful pro-reform lobby of the actors involved in the privatisation process and 
benefitting from its results) and fiscal ones (treating the sale of state property as 
a source of income to the state budget). 

During the first years of the transition, systemic and microeconomic goals 
seemed to be of key importance to the government, but starting from the second 
half of the 1990s, the privatisation processes became increasingly fiscally ori-
ented. At the end of the 1990s, it was decided that privatisation revenues would 
finance certain government expenditures, among others, the ambitious social re-
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form programme – including the pension reform. Nevertheless, just a year after 
these reforms started, a new coalition came into office, which was openly opposed 
to continued privatisation. This approach, together with the falling demand for 
privatised property due to the world economic recession at the beginning of the 
2000s, resulted in a dramatic slowdown of the privatisation pace. It inevitably led 
to a decline in privatisation revenues and, among other negative consequences , to 
the inability to finance the social reform package with them.

After the more liberal-minded political forces re-gained power in 2007, pri-
vatisation dynamics temporarily increased, although meeting the fiscal goal was 
still the most important issue. Gradually, however, the coalition, which ruled for 
8 years, began to lose interest in privatisation, even as a source of income. State 
interventionist ideas started to gain ground again. After this coalition lost the 
October 2015 elections, the new government dropped privatisation from its eco-
nomic agenda. 

In consequence, other goals, first of all long-term ones, started to lose their 
importance, to the point of disappearing completely by the end of 2015. The 
decline of the systemic goals was especially fast: in the new century, irrespective 
of whether the ruling coalition was more pro-statist or more (relatively) liberal-
minded, most of the largest privatisation deals were cases of “reluctant privatisa-
tion” (Bortolotti – Faccio 2004), which meant the transfer of ownership rights 
without the appropriate transfer of control rights. The main tool was keeping 
ownership control by selling only minority blocks of shares (Ministry of Treas-
ury 2011). Other means were also used for the largest companies. For example, 
special provisions were included in the companies’ charters granting special vot-
ing rights to the state owner. Since the late 1990s, the state also began to adopt 
legislation that granted it special control rights over companies of strategic im-
portance to the economy, e.g. the right to block certain decisions (Bałtowski – 
Kozarzewski  2016).  

The microeconomic goals of privatisation also lost their importance. Despite 
the fact that studies (Bałtowski – Kozarzewski 2014; Patena – Błaszczyk 2016) 
confirmed the positive effects of privatisation at an enterprise level for a vast 
majority of privatisation deals, in the 2000s, passing state property into private 
hands, especially those of foreign investors, started to be increasingly regarded 
by policymakers not as a positive process, but as a threat to national interests. 
The set of political goals has been forgotten and since the early 2000s, both rul-
ing coalitions and their major political rivals have no longer regarded the private 
sector as a source of political support. 

The successes in building a market economy in the course of post-communist 
transition inevitably change the hierarchy of privatisation goals, making systemic 
and microeconomic ones less prominent, as the private sector becomes dominant 
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in the ownership structure. In Poland, by the end of the 1990s, about two-thirds 
of the country’s GDP was already produced by the private sector. In this situation, 
while privatisation is still going on, other goals, quite naturally, gain relative im-
portance – first of all more short-term ones such as the possibility of privatisation 
to be an important source of state budget revenues. 

However, it seems that systemic goals, which were (at least formally) part of 
the official policy of most governments until the end of 2015, are far from being 
fully reached. The share of the state sector in the country’s GDP in Poland is not 
only still higher than in the majority of the most developed market economies, 
even those with strong state positions in the enterprise sector such as France 
(CEEP 2000; Kowalski et al. 2013), but also, according to the EBRD estimations 
and Eurostat data,1 higher than in the majority of CEE countries. Taking into ac-
count all forms of state control over enterprises, the state sector was estimated at 
about 15–20% as of end-2012 (Bałtowski – Kozarzewski 2014), and since then 
no radical change has been seen. Besides, the progress of privatisation in Poland 
is very uneven across sectors and company size groups. While in manufacturing 
industries the state sector share of sales was 5.6% by the end of 2012, in extrac-
tive industries and in the infrastructure, it was still almost a half: 46.2% and 
45.8%, respectively (Bałtowski – Kozarzewski 2014). The bigger the enterprise, 
the more likely it is to be controlled by the state. In 2014, out of the 25 largest 
companies, nearly one-half (12) were under state control, and the share of sales 
and employment in this group was even larger: 64.4% and 62.3%, respectively 
(Bałtowski – Kozarzewski 2016). 

It can be argued that at least during the last 10 years only fiscal goals were 
systematically pursued. The ownership policy of the state was to a large extent 
subordinated to the fiscal needs of the government. First, since about 2003, the 
pace of privatisation has become visibly dependent on the state budget situation: 
a high budget deficit seems to be the main factor inclining the government to 
privatise – albeit reluctantly – while trying not to lose control over companies. 
Once the government balance improved, the government was losing incentives to 
sell shares (Figure 1). 

Second, starting from 2005, the government began to intensively explore an-
other source of income based on state property, i.e. dividend payments. Compared 
to proceeds from privatisation, it proved to be an easier way to raise funds for the 
budget because it was much less dependent on the global economic situation and 
it did not involve the need to reduce the size of the state-controlled sector. While 
plans for privatisation proceeds usually fell short of the target – sometimes very 

1  Http://www.ebrd.com/what-we-do/economic-research-and-data/data.html; htp://appsso.euro-
stat.ec.europa.eunui/how.do?ataset=gov_10a_ggfa&lang=en
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radically, as in 2006 and 2015, when the achievement of the targeted proceeds 
fell as low as 11% and 4%, respectively, the plans for dividends were as a rule 
over-fulfilled (with the record set in 2009: 272% of the planned amount). During 
the most part of the analysed period, proceeds from dividends were higher than 
those from privatisation, and in 2014–2015, they virtually became the sole source 
of income within the state’s ownership policy (Figure 2). 

It seems quite obvious that the openly anti-privatisation and pro-statist stance 
of the new government, which was formed at the end of 2015 after the conserva-
tive Law and Justice (PiS) party won the elections, makes it even more difficult 
to use privatisation as a source of budget revenues. At the same time, the new 
government is challenged by the planned dramatic growth of expenditure (on am-
bitious investment and social programs). Thus, the government plans to extend 
the practice of stripping the state-controlled companies of profits (Jackiewicz 
2016). So far, the fiscal situation of the government is far from being desperate: 
the central government deficit in 2015 amounted to 2.2% of the GDP and the 
corresponding figure expected for 2016 is about 2.8%, but growing budgetary 
problems seem to be a very plausible scenario. In this case, will the government 
revert to the policy of using privatisation as an emergency source of income?

Figure 1. Privatisation revenues and the central government balance (percent of GDP)

Source: Ministry of Treasury, Eurostat, own calculations.
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3. CHANGES IN THE PARADIGM OF THE ROLE OF THE STATE 
IN THE ECONOMY

Shifts in the hierarchy of privatisation goals (and in the attitude towards priva-
tisation itself) seem to reflect broader changes in the economic policy, namely 
changes in the paradigm for the role of the state in the economy. The state no 
longer shuns direct control over business entities. It remains a powerful player on 
the market in a longer perspective – and even tries to expand its role. As we have 
shown above, since the early 2000s, privatisation started to lose its role of being 
the cornerstone of reformist economic policy. Its role became residual. In recent 
years, the government usually opted for privatisation only as part of crisis man-
agement, i.e. when it had no better solution to cope with its financial problems.

A striking observation is that there is a high degree of continuity between the 
Civic Platform (PO)-Polish People’s Party (PSL) government’s policy (2007–
2015) and the new PiS government, despite all the ideological differences, so 
strongly stressed by representatives of these political forces. The former defined 
themselves as a rather centrist coalition, even with some elements of liberalism, 
while the latter are openly statist and conservative. Ironically, the statist shift 
under PiS adversaries, especially during the last years of the PO-PSL rule, was 
so deep that for the new government it seems, in many respects, to be enough to 
follow the already existing trends, just deepening and widening them. 
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Figure 2. Revenues from privatisation and dividend payments (billion PLN, current prices; PLN/
EUR rate 4.26 on December 31, 2015)

Source: Ministry of Treasury, own calculations.
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First, the shift in paradigm is evidenced by the above-mentioned abandonment 
of the complete privatisation of companies, especially when they can generate 
financial gains for the state budget. Since the beginning of the last decade, these 
companies have grown to be regarded, in the official discourse, as an object of 
high-return public investment, so their possible privatisation should be postponed 
until the indefinite future (Głombicki 2012; Prusek – Bielecki 2012). In line with 
these declarations, the dynamics of privatisation, even selling minority blocks of 
shares, started to decline mainly because of companies withdrawing from already 
approved privatisation plans and preparing less and less ambitious privatisation 
plans for the subsequent years. Just after the PiS government was formed, the new 
Minister of Treasury officially withdrew the last privatisation offer and declared 
the goal of “extinguishing the privatisation” (Jackiewicz 2016). The Ministry  
plans to sell only small blocks of shares that have no value for the state interests 
(Ministry of Treasury 2015a). 

At the same time, the need to reconsider a number of recent years’ privatisation 
deals has been declared by the new government. The main concern is allegedly 
the inadequate selling price and prejudice to national interests. These interests 
seem to be defined quite broadly, as the privatisation of a mountain cableway 
operator  is one of the deals questioned for this reason. The revision of privati-
sation deals may take the form of contract re-negotiation or re-nationalisation 
through the buy-out of the previously privatised property, or even through termi-
nation of a privatisation contract (Sudak 2015). 

Second, while declaring no nationalisation goals, the state gradually increases 
its ownership control, among others, through the acquisition of previously priva-
tised enterprises by companies controlled by the Treasury. Until recently, this was 
explained as just “business decisions” to acquire companies, rather than as part 
of the statist economic policy. The largest deals include take-overs of two previ-
ously privatised power plants (the third such large deal in this branch is currently 
under way), and the creation of a financial group headed by the state-controlled 
PZU insurance company through the acquisition of private banks (three banks 
have been acquired so far, including Pekao S.A., the second largest commercial 
bank in Poland).

Third, since 2012, the state has declared an increased investment activity 
aimed, first of all, to speed up economic development through big public-private 
partnership investment projects (the “Polish Investments” program). Another 
direction is “rescue investments”, where profitable state-owned companies are 
forced to enter into holdings with unprofitable ones. Under the PiS rule, a new 
Ministry of Development was created which prepared an ambitious “Strategy for 
Responsible Development”. The document plans, among others, a very extensive 
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state investment activity intended to lead to a “re-industrialisation” of the Polish 
economy (Ministry of Development 2016).

In the spirit of continuity, since the beginning of the present decade, a kind of 
economic xenophobia has started to develop. According to its proponents, the 
role of FDI in the Polish economy is too high, which may risk the country’s 
national interests. So the economy should be “domesticated”, or “re-Polonised,” 
i.e. foreign investments should be replaced with domestic ones. Initially, this was 
supposed to involve only the banking sector, which was 80% private and 70% 
controlled by foreign capital, in order to protect the Polish banking sector from 
the impact of the financial turmoil abroad (Kawalec 2011). It should be noted, 
however, that this sector has proved to be very sound, politically independent, and 
well-functioning, including the time of the global financial crisis. Poland was the 
only post-communist country to avoid financial crisis during the whole 25+ years 
of transition. After PiS came to power, the head of the newly created Ministry 
of Development coined the phrase “There is not enough Polish economy in the 
Polish Economy” (Morawiecki 2015) and the idea of its “domestication” became 
part of official policy also applied to other sectors. According to the “Strategy for 
Responsible Development,” FDI activity should be limited to the sectors selected 
by the government (Ministry of Development 2016). 

4. REASONS FOR THE CHANGES

The question about the roots of the paradigm shift and the corresponding policy 
changes still needs to be fully and comprehensively answered. There are particu-
larly two areas where our knowledge is far from adequate and where there is no 
consensus among researchers and other observers and interpreters of economic 
policy in Poland. The first one is the extent to which these changes were intro-
duced in good faith, and the possible role of various vested interests. The second 
area is the importance of domestic and exogenous roots of the statist trends.

4.1. Good faith and vested interests

One possible answer to the question of whether the policy shift was made in good 
faith or merely under the pressure of vested interests is that it originated mainly 
out of policymakers’ sincere conviction that refraining from privatisation and 
increasing the role of the state as the owner (and market player) would help to 
eliminate numerous market failures, boost the growth of the national economy, 
and help to solve social issues; that the government needs a strong state sector 
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from which to reap the necessary resources to conduct such an active economic 
and social policy. It also needs tools to neutralise external negative factors such as 
the adverse impact of the global crisis, the selfish behaviour of transnational in-
vestors, who may neglect Polish national interests, etc. This kind of justification 
can be found in official documents of the Polish government and interviews with 
top Polish politicians and government officials (Ministry of Development 2016; 
Morawiecki 2015). The statist policy shift also enjoys ideological and conceptual 
support from some Polish experts and members of academia, sometimes taking 
the form of a fierce ideological debate (Mączyńska 2016). Developed economies’ 
experience also brings arguments in favour of this hypothesis because their his-
tory of state-controlled enterprise sector, albeit mixed, shows its development 
and crisis management potential (Mühlenkamp 2015). Last but not least, one can 
also draw attention to the fact that followers of a more statist ownership policy 
include former state officials with impeccable reputation as reformers (such as 
Stefan Kawalec and Jacek Socha, mentioned above) who would be unlikely to 
seek private gains from the policy change. 

It should be noted, however, that even when the government acts in good faith, 
it may still create fertile ground for vested interests. For example, in the mid-
1990s, the government significantly slowed down the demonopolisation of some 
sectors of the economy and even performed reconsolidation in coal mining, sugar 
refining, oil industry, ferrous metallurgy, and banking. The proclaimed goal was 
to create strong structures able to successfully compete on global markets and to 
raise their value before privatisation. In reality, it led to the creation of powerful 
interest groups within these sectors, which, in many cases, jeopardised the plans 
to restructure and privatise them (Kochanowicz et al. 2004).

Researchers have not thus far focused their attention on the good faith aspects 
of the Polish state’s ownership policy. Instead, a number of publications exist 
where vested interests in this area are, at least in passing, analysed (Błaszczyk 
2004; Kochanowicz et al. 2006; Bałtowski – Kozarzewski 2014), the latest be-
ing Marcin Senderski’s (2015) paper. These studies represent the trend in the 
world literature that regards public property as a source of rent. Some of the 
most widespread ones seem to be, as described by Bortolotti – Pinotti (2003), 
political rents extracted by elected politicians who interfere with the function-
ing of state-controlled companies in order to satisfy the needs of certain interest 
groups. In Poland, it manifests itself, for example, in the extensive support for 
mostly unprofitable state-owned coal mines, their employees being regarded as a 
very important group of voters. This includes a set of measures aimed at keeping 
these companies alive and guaranteeing miners’ high earnings and special social 
benefits. However, the question of the amount of good faith in these kinds of state 
intervention needs further investigation.
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Resources of state-controlled enterprises are also used to satisfy the interests of 
other groups, both those having direct connections (e.g. through financing invest-
ments) to the state-controlled enterprise sector, and those without such connec-
tions but considered valuable as voters (some professional groups, families with 
many children, football fans, etc.). It is done either directly, e.g. through sports 
sponsorship (Senderski 2015), or indirectly, through the state budget which re-
distributes taxes and dividends paid by these companies. To be able to distribute  
these resources, the government becomes interested in high profitability of at 
least some of the biggest state-controlled companies, which is achieved, among 
others, through preserving their monopolistic position on the market.

Resources of the state-controlled sector of the Polish economy may also serve 
to extract direct rents for the members of political elites. Already in mid-1990s, 
the winning political parties started to treat state assets as spoils that belong to 
the victors. Such loots included positions on supervisory boards of companies 
controlled by the Ministry of Treasury. In fact, this was not new: each consecu-
tive winning coalition tried to change all state representatives on supervisory 
boards who had been appointed by their political rivals (Jarosz 2001). The new 
PiS government expanded this practice, applying it to top managers and positions 
in subsidiaries of state-controlled companies, at the same time lifting several re-
quirements – both legal ones and those included in corporate charters – intended 
to ensure adequate qualifications of board members and to prevent political cor-
ruption (e.g. qualifying exams for supervisory board members and a ban on sit-
ting on more than one board). 

Summing up, it may be argued that the underlying cause of statist trends may 
be the current institutional setup, which is not inclusive enough, using the terms 
coined by Daron Acemoğlu and James A. Robinson (2012), in the sense that 
it does not secure a level ground for all economic players with their rights ef-
ficiently protected. What still seems to be strong (and even shows some growth 
tendencies) is extractive institutions which “are designed to extract incomes and 
wealth from one subset of society to benefit a different subset” (Acemoğlu – 
Robinson  2012: 76). Polish extractive institutions originate both from the com-
munist past (e.g. dominance of the state ownership and vested interests of state-
owned enterprises) and from the period of systemic reforms. Influential special 
interests groups of so-called early winners have emerged which extract rent from 
the transition process itself. They support the reforms as long as they allow them 
to receive private gains, and they start to oppose them when the consolidation 
of the reform process begins to eliminate the sources of rents (Hellman 1998; 
Kozarzewski  – Woodward 2006). 

The weakness of this institutional setup in Poland does not seem to be uniform: 
there are areas were extracting institutions are relatively stronger (among others, 
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in the state-controlled sector of the economy), while in other areas, especially dur-
ing the first stages of transition, quite efficient inclusive institutions were formed 
– these areas being related, among others, to the private sector of the economy, 
including privatisation processes. As Woodruff (2004) points out, the consensual 
character of Polish privatisation, where potential shareholders and stakeholders 
reach an agreement, leads to the formation of stable property rights which nobody 
is interested to contest. Other factors also helped to make privatisation processes 
and the private sector as a whole much less prone to rent-seeking behaviour than 
the state-owned sector: the rather transparent character of privatisation proce-
dures and refraining from giveaway privatisation schemes (except in mass pri-
vatisation, very limited in scope, a buyer had to pay for the privatised property), 
as well as the transparency of the emerging financial markets which, from the 
very beginning, were subject to strict rules and control with efficient enforcement 
mechanisms. Even early winner groups receive private gains not from ownership 
reforms themselves, but from refraining from them, through controlling the state 
property and blocking privatisation. The latter was, ironically, simplified by the 
consensual character of privatisation procedures.

4.2. External and internal factors

The Polish economy, as an open market one, is under the influence of interna-
tional trends, global and regional crises, slowdowns, and recessions. So far, the 
economic development in Poland was, to a great extent, FDI-driven, which means 
even more dependence on the world economy, substantially limiting the Polish 
state’s options for ownership policy. In fact, the speeding up of mainly FDI-
oriented privatisation in the late 1990s, with record-high privatisation revenues, 
would be impossible without a favourable situation on the global financial mar-
kets. The steep privatisation slowdown at the beginning of the 21st century may 
be largely explained by foreign investors’ falling demand for privatised property 
due to the global economic slowdown, and not only by the political changes in 
Poland resulting in the reluctant attitude towards privatisation.  

Polish intellectuals were always open to ideas from the West, even in the Com-
munist times, which contributed much to the reform concepts. The Balcerowicz 
Plan of 1989 was mainly a “domestic” product prepared predominantly by Polish 
experts, but its concept did not differ much from the mainstream reformist ideas 
of that time (e.g. the Washington Consensus). Throughout the whole transition 
period, a debate was held among experts and academia on the model for Polish 
reforms, with numerous references to the experience of both the most developed 
and emerging economies, and to the findings of the most renowned economists 
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and political scientists all over the world. Therefore, the shift in the trends, both in 
economic policy and economic literature, towards market failure concepts could 
not have remained unnoticed – especially given the fact that “statist” economic 
ideas, as opposed to “liberal” ones, were always popular among a substantial part 
of Polish academia.

The third external factor which might have contributed to the policy shift in 
Poland was other countries’ practical experience in managing the global crisis – 
based mostly on the more active role of the state, including direct support to the 
entities such as big banks, production plants, etc., whose failure might bring too 
high costs for the economy. 

There are important internal factors which might have contributed to the pro-
statist shift of the economic policy in Poland. One of the factors is the existence 
of powerful interest groups which extract rents from the state-controlled sector 
of the economy. Of course, the possibilities of getting rent are, to some extent, 
dependent on external factors, first of all on the situation on global markets, but 
both the sources of rent and the main rent-seeking groups are domestic. Potential 
foreign rent-seekers would rather be interested in privatisation and relaxing the 
state’s grip on the economic processes than in more intervention of the Polish 
state.

Another inherently endogenous factor may be a widespread negative attitude 
towards privatisation in society, combined with the high popularity of a pater-
nalistic state (Public Opinion Research Center 2009, 2015). It creates voters’ de-
mand for a statist social and economic policy; anti-privatisation and paternalistic 
vocabulary is widely used by competing political parties. Nevertheless, it seems 
that public sentiments are not among the main factors directly influencing the 
state’s ownership policy. Comparing fluctuations of the public attitude towards 
privatisation with trends in the government’s privatisation policy in 1990–2009, 
Bałtowski – Kozarzewski (2014: 392–393) came to the conclusion that it is pub-
lic opinion that is influenced by the government’s rhetoric rather than the gov-
ernment’s policy being under the efficient pressure of voters’ widespread statist 
attitudes. The recent developments seem to corroborate the hypothesis of the sec-
ondary importance of public opinion: the growing reluctance to privatise was not 
preceded by a corresponding growth of anti-privatisation sentiments in society 
(Ministry of Treasury 2015b).

Yet another argument in favour of the existence of powerful internal pro-statist 
factors is the different place state interventionism has in ownership policies in 
Poland and in the most developed European economies. Unlike the majority of 
developed economies, Poland has avoided giving direct support to failing indus-
tries and companies, or financial institutions. No bailouts took place. The main 
efforts of the Polish government were concentrated on maintaining the stability 
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of public finances and of the financial system. The Polish economy went through 
the first wave of the global crisis relatively unharmed, and in 2009 it was the only 
European economy to record GDP growth. Apart from the government’s anti-
crisis measures, the most often mentioned factors contributing to this exceptional 
result include the huge infusion of EU funds and the continuing inflow of FDI, 
a favourable situation on the relatively large domestic market, where population 
maintained strong internal demand, and the devaluation of the zloty, which helped 
to sustain exports (Ewing 2010; Mickiewicz – Douarin 2010; Sheets 2012). Thus, 
the better performance of the Polish economy during the global crisis does not 
seem to have stemmed from the earlier shifts to statist trends in the state’s own-
ership policy. Besides, the recent more pronounced statist shift in the official 
discourse and the real economic policy in Poland took place when the world 
economy started to recover from the crisis, and governments began to revert to 
less interventionist policy, e.g. through re-activating the privatisation. 

It should be also noted that besides the growing popularity of statism in eco-
nomic theory and economic policy in the West, privatisation in these countries 
did not stop; it was just put on hold until the market situation improved. And, 
unlike in Poland, the strengthening of the state’s role as an owner (e.g. through 
bailouts) was regarded more as a temporary anti-crisis measure than a long-term 
policy in these countries. Meanwhile, in Poland, statist trends do not seem to be 
merely tactics, but rather part of a long-term strategy, and it is privatisation that is 
regarded just as a tactical measure of last resort. The EU-15 countries privatised 
mostly when market conditions were stable and favourable, which, among oth-
ers, gave the possibility to sell property at a higher price. The Polish government 
exhibited a more short-term behaviour, apparently selling property, more often 
than not, not when market conditions were favourable, but when it was extremely 
short of state budget proceeds (Figure 3).

5. SOME CONCLUDING REMARKS AND DISCUSSION

It can be argued that the ownership policy of the Polish government is determined 
by two major factors. The first one is the financial problems of the government 
– high public debt and budget deficit along with the need to finance reforms – 
which forced it to look for additional sources of revenues. It is one of the causes 
of the fiscalisation of the government’s privatisation policy during the 1990s and, 
conversely, of growing hopes in the 2010s that support for the state sector and 
new public investments will create new sources of revenues for the state budget. 
In the 21st century, the privatisation policy became more reluctant but, most of 
the time, still dependent on fiscal reasoning in periods when the budget deficit 
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was too high – which stimulated the cautious selling of some parts of the state 
property, preferably without losing control over it. However, there was a period 
of a complete lack of political will to privatise, and nowadays Poland is clearly 
entering such a period again. The second one is changing the paradigm of the role 
of the state in the economy: the state no longer shuns direct control over business 
entities, remaining a powerful (and privileged) player on the market in a longer 
perspective – and even expanding this role. It means a shift from privatisation 
to active state property management; since the early 2000s, privatisation started 
to lose its function of being a cornerstone of reformist economic policy, its role 
becoming residual – as a part of the crisis management in order to solve fiscal 
problems.

The reasons for this statist shift cannot be reduced to ideological issues and 
rivalry between the main groups of Polish political elites because the evolution 
of the state’s ownership policy seems to have many common features, regardless 
of the official rhetoric of the current ruling party or coalition. The recent period of 
accelerated statisation of the economic policy shows a particularly high degree 
of continuity, although the winners of the 2015 elections strongly stress their 
ideological detachment from their predecessors.  

Figure 3. Revenues from privatisation in Poland (left axis) and the EU-15 states (right axis) 
(percent of GDP)

Source: Ministry of Treasury, The Privatisation Barometer (2015: 8), The PB Database (http://www.privatiza-
tionbarometer.net/database.php), Eurostat, own calculations.
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Looking for the common roots of the ownership policy in Poland and its evolu-
tion, several factors with different degrees of significance have been identified. 
They were divided into two dichotomic groups: actions in “good faith” vs. pres-
sure of vested interests, and endogenous factors vs. exogenous. 

Within the first group, it seems that both factors have their impact on the state’s 
ownership policy, although there is evidence that rent-seeking behaviour may 
play the leading role. In Poland, the state-controlled sector is the main source of 
rent, which makes privatisation a threat to rent-seekers rather than an addition-
al source of private gains, unlike in some other post-communist countries, e.g. 
Russia  and some other members of the CIS, where both privatisation and state 
property management were extensively used by rent-seekers. The main private 
interest groups are members of political elites, who treat control over the state 
property as a political bounty for election winners, governmental agencies that 
shape the ownership policy, and influential voter groups who receive rents in ex-
change for their political support to the giver. All these groups may have contrib-
uted to the deterioration of the privatisation policy (reducing it to the short-term 
goal of resolving the fiscal problems of the state) and eventually to its almost 
complete extinction as well as to the expanding state’s ownership role.

Within the second dichotomy, a number of potentially important exogenous 
and endogenous factors have been studied. The external factors can be defined 
as Poland’s economic and intellectual exposure to global trends: influence of the 
global economic processes, openness of Polish intellectuals to ideas from abroad, 
and transfer of knowledge on policy solutions. No matter how important they are, 
at the current stage of the research, arguments in favour of the more pronounced 
role of internal factors prevail. What represents the most important endogenous 
factor is extracting institutions which, to a large extent, control the state’s owner-
ship policy; one can also mention the role, to some extent, of public demand for a 
statist economic policy. The exogenous factors seem to play mostly an auxiliary 
role: increasing financial pressure, being a source of knowledge, serving as an 
example or a pretext. 

These concluding remarks should be treated as only partially verified hypoth-
eses rather than ultimate conclusions. We regard them as merely a step towards a 
deeper and more comprehensive understanding of the subject in question. Further 
study is needed in the following directions:

(1) A deeper analysis should be performed of the factors identified in this paper, 
from the perspective of their relative strength, mutual dependency, and specific 
mechanisms of exerting impact on the ownership policy (and, more broadly, on 
the level of statism in the Polish government’s economic policy). Special atten-
tion should be paid to the factors that ensure the observed high degree of continu-
ity of the ownership policy as well as factors that may induce its change. 
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(2) Relations between endogenous and exogenous factors should be studied, 
among others, whether the extent to which their impact on the policy changes goes 
in the same direction is mutually conflicting or mutually reinforcing. Among ex-
ogenous factors, the role of the global crisis in the policy change should be stud-
ied in more detail, first of all to what extent pro-statist changes in the economic 
policy of the Polish state could be efficient as anti-crisis measures.

(3) The endogenous factor of the Polish political elites’ good faith should be 
studied more thoroughly, first of all in the areas of the state’s ownership policy 
where this factor may play an important role, and its impact on the ownership 
policy effects, including side effects such as gains for various interest groups. 

(4) A deeper study of the role of rent-seeking in the state’s ownership policy is 
needed, including its scale, sources and types of rents, and ways to extract them, 
categories of rent-seekers as well as the evolution of rent sources, rent-seeking 
groups, and their behaviour.

(5) Possible ways, goals, and beneficiaries of the rent-motivated transfer of re-
sources from state-controlled companies should be examined more closely in this 
context, including sports and cultural events sponsorship, advertising campaigns 
in media, outsourcing contracts, etc.

(6) The analysis should be extended to include other emerging economies (in 
CEE and beyond) to answer the question of to what extent the evolution of the 
ownership policy, and of the factors behind it, have a unique character in Poland, 
and to what extent it is determined by the level of the country’s economic and 
institutional development.
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